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On Reciprocity in Linear Time-Invariant Networks
BY
B. D. 0.ANDERSON,
(Asrociare Member)

and
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Swin,,ory.-A genenil time-domsin definition of reo'pmdry ir given in terms of network-pon vxiables, and this dcfmilion i? npptied to eoncludc
the symmetry of ncnvork mnuicrr, even in the ua~.
of amvc, nonfrrurc networks. A new proof is presented of the rmpraclry of Gnllr. nrworkr composed
of ttrnc-invarimt rnirtors, apantors, inductors and transformma, and this proof is also applied to show the reeiprodry or ,ntcrconncxions of n widcclnss
of rcciprowl ncnvorks.

1.-Introduction.

red-valued n-vector functions of time, zero up until some finite
time,
and infinitely differentiable after this time. The physical
We fust consider a general de6nition of reciprocity for linear
time-invariant networks and from this deduce certain equivalent reasoning behind these assumptions may be found in Refs. 2
definitions which depmd on additional assumptions being made, and 3. We shall mite v&+ to signify that v has these propeaies.
Suppose [v, ,i,] and [v, ,i,] are two arbitrary allowed pairs.
such as the existence of an impedance matrix. The initial definition is a time-domain one; the properq of reciproaty of a network Then by definition N is reciprocal iffor all such choices
is independent of whether or not the n m k inputs are Laplace*
i
* ....................
(1)
transformable, and to discuss reciprocity (as is often done) with
The
symbol
*
denotes
convolution;
the
superscript
tilde
"
denotes
inputs being restricted to being Laplacetransformable is therefore
matrix transposition.
better avoided if possible.
If v, = [u,,], i, = [i,]etc., Eq. (1) written in full bewmes
The timedomain definition is initially in terms of voltage and
current variables. An equivalent definition in terms of scattering
variables (incident and reflected voltage waves) is given. This
allows the effect the reciprocity constraint has on the scattering
matrix, when this matrix exists, to be examined. Here, as in the
De6nition 1, which appears elsewhere (Ref.2 and Ref.4,
immittance manix case, it is concluded that symmetry of the matrix
p. 236), has been termed Lorentz reciprodty, as it is suggested by
is a consequence of reciprocity.
The third section of the paper considers primarily the case of a theorem originally stated by Lorentz for demomagnetic systems.
networks composed of a finite number of positive-valued (passive) We comment further that since the various functions involved
resistors, capacitors and inductors, together with multiport trans- in Eq. (1) are zero up until some finite time the convo~utionsare
former;. The scattering matrix (though not the impedaoce matrix) well defined, and the mnvolution product is commutative.
In preparation for dealing with networks possessing a scattering
for such a network always exists (Ref.I), and the matrix is shown
to be symmetric. The method used to prove this result is based matrix, we introduce at this stage scatteringvariables vs,v' (mcident
on a representation of the network as a " cascade loading " (Ref. I), and reflected voltage vectors) for the network N (Ref.5, p. 142).
that is, the cascade connection of a network consisting endrely of These quantities are d e h e d h u g h
2"'=v+ i
.............(24
opens and shorts, and a loading network that is a multiport of
uncoupled resistors, capacitors, inductors, and transformers.
Finally, it is shown that any interconnection of bear, passive,
solvable, reciprocal timeinvariant networks is again a reaprocal
Note that by defining scatteringvariables we are not predicating
network.
the existence of a scatrering matrix. Corresponding to allowed
pairs [v,, i,] and [v,, iJ we have pairs {v:, vlr} and { v h v,'),
2.-Reciprocity for Linear Time-Invariant
where the different brackets are to distinguish scattering variables
Networks.
from the ordinary variables.
As explained in the introductory section, we are intergted, in
Then we claim that an alternate statement of reciprocity is:
defining reciprocity in the widest possible sense, that is, assummg N is reciprocal if for arbitrary allowed {vl$ v,'} and {v2', vnT}
linearity and time-invariance hut as little else as possible. Defini~ , i * v , ~ = v ~ ~ * v ..................
>'
(3)
tions requiring, for example, that a unit impulse of current at port i
gives a voltage at port j which is the same as the voltage at port i
Eqs. (1) and (3) are strictly equivalent, so that Eq. (3) could,
produced by a unit impulse of current at port j are ulylecessarily equally well, be taken as rhe reciprocity dehition. To see for
restrictive. This paaicular definition requires the existence of an example that Eq. (3) implies Eq. (I), substitute for the variables
impedance matrix, and, as such, does not even apply to a network v: etc. in Eq. (3) by using Eq. (2). On cancelling out like terms
consisting of a simple transfo~mer.
on each side of the resulting equation, Eq. (1) follows. In an
We offer what we believe to be the most general deikition, equally simple fashion Eq. (3) follows from Eq. (1).
put in the terms of earlier discussions of network definitions (Refs. 2
Let us now specialize N so that it is linear, timeinvariant and
and 3).
completely solvable, that is, N possesses a (time-domain) scattering
We assume that an n-port network N permits voltage-current matrix (Ref. 6). The class of networks possessing scattering
pairs [v, il (termed allowed pairs)
at its terminals, where v, i are matrices is a more general one than the class possessing impedance
~.
-.
matrices Olef. 7, p. 122) for example, any finite linear time-in.PaDcr No. 2115, hubmiltcd by rhc lulhan on ZOtb June, 1966.
Thc ruthom arc, ierpraiucly, Plofnror of El-d
E+rrtiw,
Uhvcniry "f "wvariant N composed of standard passive-network elements which
a l r l c , md A s s a i a e Profnior, Stanfad Elrcvurua Laburalorxr, S l d u r d Cmvcnbty,
possesses an impedance matrix also possesses a scattering matrix,
S l u l l ~ i JWlfomll.
,

-

........:

-

-

but not vice versa (Ref. 1). Awrdindy we choose fmt to make
Note that if S(p) and Z(p) bath exist, then the symmetry of
this specialization, rather than assume the existeneeofanimmiftance one follows immediately from the symmetry of the other through
ma&.
The timedomain scattering ma& is used as this is.* the equations (Rd.10, p. 242)
more fundamentalmatria than the more common frequency-dam
S(p)= [Z(p) + lI-l[Z(p)
- 11 ..............(80)
mat&, which exists ifand only ifthe time-domainmatrix i s Laplace............. .(86)
Z(p)
=
[I
S
(
p
)
l
'
[
I
+
S(p)]
mformable.
Since any physical network N (active or passive) is non-anti3.-Reciprocity for Finite Passive Linear
cipative, we shall assume that the scanRing matrix 4 = s(t) is
zero for t < 0, and maps incident voltages into rdected voltages Time-Invariant Networks and Interconaections
through
of Reciprocal Networks.

......................(4)

sr=a*v'

In this sectlon we consider networks composed of a finite
number of posltive resistors, capadtors, inductors, and mudtiport
transformers, that is, the most general ldnd of hear, passwe,
finite time-mvariant network composed of redpmcal elements.
The redprodty of such a network was established by M c h & i
(Ref 4), and more recently for example by de Buda (Ret 11).
We prsent here a simple prwf relying pn the result established
elsewhere (Ref. 1) that the scanenng ma& of such a network
exists in the complex frequency domain @domain), and further
aodv this result to the interconnections of oassive r s i ~ m c a l
n-&01ko.
It is dear, and shown in Rd. 1, that any f i t e linear rime
inv-t
n-port network N composed of positive resistors, capadtors
and inductom, together with multipon m f o r m m , can be represeated as the cascade c o d 0 1 1 of a networkN, composed entirely
of opens and shorts, terminated in a network N,consisting of all the
A thmrcm of L. Schwam (Kcf. 9, p. 28) shows that the convolution resistm, capacitors, etc., of N una,nnecvd to each other. This
products in thrr equation are assodative m i commutative s i n e is shown in Fig. 1.
the vatioious factas arc all in the space
Accordingly,

where r&+but is othemise arbitmy. IF all quaotities are
Laplace-transformable, then Eq. (4) implies the mare familiar
equation Vr(p).= Sf$) Vg(p).
In general s will not be a functidn; however, it is shown in
Ref. 6 that s will be a distribution in the variable t (Ref. 81, typically
involving a delta function and a unit step function. Because s is
identically zero for negative values of the argument s is said to be
(Ref. 9, p. 28) ofdismbutions with support bounin the space D+
ded onthe left. The variables V and v' being in the space 9+
are also in the space 9,.
Substi~ringfrom Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) we have
",**(s*"fi
=zi.(*.",q
.............(5.)

-

'D..

-

-- .

v~*s*v~=?~*s.v,'

v,~

;.',v

............

(56)

We may chaose v,' and v,* arbitrarily; take in particular v:

m have all enmes, aem except the k-th, and v,' to have all entries

me non-zem entries of v:
functioI1S. Then

m except the 1-th.

arhtrary

D
'+

4.* r,,

* o,:

........... (6)
* *,'u
...................(7)

=v',~

which imolies that
r,,=r,t

and v ~ 'are

SC,

Observe also that Eq. (7) implies Eq. (54. T!m yields the following theorem.
Themem 1:

A linear b e - i n e t completely solvable network N is
redprod if and only if its (time-domain) scattdag matrix is
swuneuic.
In the case whe~ethe Laplace traryrfonn &s(t)] = S@) exisrs
we have
Cmollaty:
A h e a r dmc-invariant solvable nrtwark N pbesring a
scattering matria S@) k rmpracal if and only if S(p) i symmetric.
We comment that the precediop, p m f does not assume the
and is,-according~~,more general
existence
than any pmof considering all quantities to he defined in the (cornplex) frequency domain. I t should also be noted that the result is
independentofthe passivity (or ladrof it) o
f
t N. Neither
A multipart traosfomer may be described by the equations
w
does N have to be finite.
"I = TYI
(911)
What now ofthe linear hc-inv.wimt network which possesses
i, = - Ti,
......................(96)
an impedance ma& z(t), with possibly Z(p) &ring as wen?
Arguments similar to those used to establish Themem 1, but start- where T is a consmt rn x n m t r i x , the vansformcr having n
ing from Eq. (1) rather than Eq. (3) yield:
p
m and m remndary ports. The vman s, , v, are th: primary aod smnJaq voltages, and i, ,i, the p r i w m d xcondaq
currenrs. Ihe transform" has the scattering matrix
A linear time-invarimr nctwrk N possessing an impedance
matria z(r) (and pnhaps Z@)) is recipracal if and only it z(r) (and
Z(DN
,, is rwunetnc.
A similar theorem holds of course for admittance matrices

as],&*,k'rY.3,

.......................

.-
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which is easily v d e d to be symmetric. As a consequence, N,
has a symmetric scattering matrix Z and is therefore reciprocal,
since, as is shown in Ref. 1, N, is subject to the same constraining
relations as a muhiport transformer. The network N, also has a
symmetric sattedng matrix S,, this being the (matrig) direct sum
of a number of symmetric matrices (corresponding to eich of the
nnwork elements of N, each of which is reciprocal).
We partition Z as
I
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Conclusions.
Reciprocitg is a mcmhgful concept far linear time-inwiant
networks; existence of impedance matrices or Laplace-transformable inputs are not necessary prerequisiren for a discussion of
redprocity. A b e d o m a i n de6nition of redprocity which encampasses the mare common but less general dehitions usually
given is considered, and an equivalent statement in terms of the
&en more useful scattering variables is given. The symmetry
of network matrices when they exist is implied by reciprocity,
and this propeag is independent of proparia such as network
passivity. A new prwf is given of the redprodty of finite passive
resistor, capacitor, inductor, ttansfarmer networks which is an
application of earlier work (Ref.1). This proof is independent
of the existence of chain or impedance matrices.

where Z,, is n x n, corresponding to the input ports of N, Z,,
isp xp, w h u e N , h a s p ports.
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Taking the transpose of Eq. (Ila):

. .....

- - -

S=L,+Z~(I.-?~E,~-~?~E,,

-

Using the symmetry of Z and St,
s = Zl, Z,*(l* - s, Z*J-I sz Z%,
Using Eq. (116) it follows that

+

-

S=S

'

....................... (12)

By the corollary to T b r m 1, this implies that the network N
is redpracal. Hence we have the foUowing statement.
morm 3:

A network consi8M~of a finite number of passive time-incapaatok, inductors and multipda transform,
variant ~&OIS,
is reupmcal, and in fact possesses a symmetric scatrenng mat&
This mdt is capable of almost i m m d t e genedimtion.
Suppose N, and N, are any two Linear, passive, beinvariant
red~rocalnetworks wssessingscatreringmamcesS,@) and S,@) and
that' N, and N, ui conamid togeth<r in some Gbitrarg fGhion.
As before, we reprerent the intnconnectlng network as N, with
rcancriog mahk Z,and the load network as N, c o n s i \ ~ gof N,
andN. uocouoled nrworb (see Fie. 2). The network N, i ol'course
gear," nassiGe, timeinvdant &d redprocal, and pwsesses a
scatt&ig matrix equal ro the dirm sum of S,@) and S . 0 ) . Thc
arguments uscJ ro s w b h h Theorem 3 depend merely on the
omriviw aad rvmmcm of the m~uicesinvolved ratha than. for
&mplG, the fict that;hese matrices are duived from finitemerworks, and accardmgly they carrg throngh to show:

,
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APPENDIX.

suppose(1,
Z,S t , d o e nor ~ASL Now, as is pointed out in
Ref, 1
L,S , l and T,,S, me passive scattering matrices, and

r&,

i----lJ
Ptz. 2.-Gsnmal Intnconnsrtion of Two Reciprocal Network.

- .--.-... -.
Let N, and N, be two linear, passive, time-invariant redprocal ncGork pairesrlng $caw-matrices s,@) and Sz(p).
Then any arbitrarg interconnection of N, and N, is also reciprocal,
and in fact possnsn a symmetric scattering manix S@).

L

z,,sJ

amrdingly (Ref.7, p. 121), there exists a mnstmt orthogonal mat& T
such that
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M&

,r.szT =

7 2%.
=

that is (1.

-.

- .X,J-' exism.

s.. 01

or equivalently
ad dcxls.,

~ a n g espace arguments

given in Ref.1 tben show thar in place of

S=

XI,+

Z,,Sdl.-

G? Necornb.

4,SJ41,.

or equivalently

-

- &J + 0,

--

s = r,, + Z,(1, - r,, S3F1 s , r,,
= 6,
+ 2,, T { " r a n - l T

following thore

..........(]lo)

-S , &,

s = z,, + r,,s,T(?(I, - r,, s~n-1
? r,,
wc have

+

we have

In place of

=

2.

s = Z,,

+1

h

A

- 2

.......... (130)

+ Z,X1, - S, X,,)-'S,

2,. . . . . . . . (lib>

-Z

:-7

S = Z,,
Z,,(l,-, - Z,>' Elz
From'Eqs. (134 and (136) we mnclvde that

-

S =S
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